• KS&R will be heading to London for the Quirk's event!
• Amazon unveils a home robot, a thermostat, a new fitness tracker and more at their fall product event.
• Netflix takes its first steps into game-making.
• The leading network equipment supplier, Ericsson, rebrands to play more of a role in the world of connectivity.

The Quirk's Event London - October 13-14
KS&R will be heading to London in less than two weeks! Mike Nash and Joe Jones will be discussing some new tools for measuring emotion. We hope to see you there! Click below for more information or to register.

Here's Everything Amazon Just Announced: A Home Robot Named Astro, A Fitness Band And More
Amazon just wrapped up its fall product event, where it unveiled a bunch of new gadgets, including a home robot named Astro, ahead of the busy holiday shopping season.

Netflix Acquires ‘Oxenfree’ Game Developer Night School Studio As Part Of Gaming Push
Netflix's push for gaming is officially underway with the streaming giant acquiring indie gaming developer Night School Studios, most known for its debut title Oxenfree.

Ericsson Evolves Focus With Fresh Branding, Company Vision
Ericsson on Monday announced a new company purpose and vision, alongside refreshed branding, as the vendor prepares to capture future emerging opportunities within the connectivity business.

A MESSAGE FROM KS&R
KS&R empowers our clients with timely, fact-based insights so they can make smarter decisions and be confident in their actions.

Learn more here or email us to schedule a meeting.
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